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Abstract: The poem was selected from785th to 800th characters of the Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), and it 

expressed the Maeg woman ardent and deep love for his husband. This poem seems to be created 2500 years ago by a woman of 
Maeg country. And it showed the small but important controversy between a wife and a husband during their common life; because 
the husband searched for favorite and outer appearance, while the wife wanted a marriage life on the practical and inner viewpoint. 
The husband continued to be in exterior of his home. At last outdoors the husband was not able to eat sufficiently. In Korean language 

'IbbeunGaksi!' means 'My dear Darling!' It can be said that the indirect or unseen theme of this poem is “I am able to know the 

intention of God through my neighbors, especially through my wife”. 

Keywords: IbbeunGaksi!(My dear Darling!), Maeg woman's deep love, Small but important controversy, Tcheonzamun (The 

thousand character essay) poem, The intention of God through ones wife, 785 to 800th characters. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
In Shang country, which flourished until around 3000 years ago (1000 B.C.) in the old China, a lot of Chinese characters 

were found either on turtle surface (carapace) or buffalo bone. And the number of Chinese characters script on the animal’s body was 

reported as 3000. It is possible that the Tcheonzamun(The Thousand Character Essay) poem from 785th to 800th characters was 
written by a woman of Maeg country. And it is considered that the time of Tcheonzamun spread into China might be before the era of 
Confucius (500 B.C.) [1].The researchers have interests on the origin of Korean people, and they found that the letters on 
Tcheonzamun can be translated on Korean pronunciation [1]. Most of the poems of Tcheonzamun were principally concerned on the 
world of Man; combat, killing the enemy, defeat, and child education, but this time the theme was different. It shows the small but 
important controversy between a wife and a husband during common life. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The researchers used a common book of Tcheonzamun [4], and they have considered that a Tcheonzamun poem was 

composed of 16 letters [1].This time also Tcheonzamun(The Thousand Character Essay) poem was composed of 16 letters from 
785th to 800th characters. And the researchers used two translating methods. The first method is to utilize the meaning of Chinese 
characters and to translate the poem with 16 letters. And the other method is to utilize Korean pronunciation of the poem.   
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
The next is a dialogue between Augustin and Hyeonhi on 3 February 2017. 
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Sangdeog Augustin: My Darling, our ancestors came from Iran! 
Hyeonhi Regina: You said that our language Korean has similarity with the language of southern region in India or that of SriLanka. 
Augustin: Yes it is.  A part of our ancient came from SriLanka. 

 

The next is the dialogues between Augustin and Hyeonhi on 3 February - 11 February 2017. 
 

Augustin: Jacques Gernet(2015, 60-61), a french researcher, wrote in his book, Le Monde chinois(the scope of China), that 
principally most of Koreans originated from Aram(a region of Mesopothamia and Syria) while a little came from China. However I think 
that our ancient Maeg people [1, 2] is a kind of Tartar(e) people [3], and they might come from Persian region, the eastern part of 
Aram. 

 

Hyeonhi: What is the proof of the suggestion?  How can you say like this? 
Augustin: The grammar of Persian(Iran) language is same to us Korean language.  Arab language is different from our Korean 
language. 
Hyeonhi: My Darling, who can believe your suggestion? 
Augustin: Any way, at least you, you are listening to me now. And therefore I am telling you excitedly like this. 
 

The period of our living time is very long. The prehistory period without letter is longer and longer than that of history with 
letter. So we can not know well about "Where did the ancient people come from and when did they move their living place from here to 
there?" 
 

The next is a brief talking between Augustin and Hyeonhi on the night of 9 february 2017.  It was on the Tcheonzamun (The 
thousand character essay). 
Hyeonhi: Therefore, the number of Tcheonzamun writers is two? 
 

The theme of the Tcheonzamun was on combat until now. Wasn't it? 
 

Augustin: Yes, it is. And this time, the Tcheonzamun poem seems to have been written by woman(or women). The woman 
writer has written this poem about family affairs on wife and husband. 
Hyeonhi: The subjects of the poem until now were on the battle. 
 

Lord of us, two people Augustin and Hyeonhi, thank you so much! It is you who have given us strength to translate this 
Tcheonzamun poem amen! This poem is composed of 16 letters (785th-800th) of Tcheonzamun. The title is 'Sensible love of Maeg 
wife (Ibbeun Gaksi!)' 

 

We translated this poem by two methods. At first we began to translate it through meaning of Chinese character. 
 

Order in 1,000 letters  Pronunciation in Korean language expressed in English alphabet  Chinese character  Meaning 
785-788 Tam Dog Wan Si  耽 讀 翫 市    In order to comprehend well (耽) what other person says (讀), I need to travel (翫) here 

and there everywhere in the world (市). 
 

789-792 Woo Mog Nang Sang  寓 目 囊 箱   No, it is not so. Even though I have only a tiny capacity with a little ability as 

small as pocket (囊), but I want to be a great man as big as wardrobe (箱). In order to become such a great man, I have to fix my 

eyes (目) but on only one corner (寓), not on other places. 
       Do not look at other woman except my wife. 
 

793-796  I Yu Yu Oe  易 (車+酋) 攸 畏 There is one thing which I must keep to my mind. It is to My LORD the respect and 

the fear (畏) that I must have here and now (攸). It is indispensable and essential for me to accomplish easily (易) even though the 

work to do is not a great, but a small thing (車+酋). 
 

Is it difficult? No, it is not a hard thing to do. I will look at my neighbors! I am able to know the intention of GOD during my 
observances for my neighbors. The neighbor whom I must regard may be my wife... 
 

797-800 Sog I Won Zang 屬 耳 垣 墻 There is one more thing. It is about my behavior. I must advance from a Scourge-like 

and selfish mind (墻) to a bright mind enough to consider other person (垣). It is in order to listen (耳) and understand well the parole 

of others (屬). 
 

Now the translation of four lines with 16 letters was finished. The translating method through Chinese characters is as 
follows; general notion -not mistaken or not wrong thinking- was suggested on the first line of 4 letters, but the writer of Tcheonzamun 
continued to insist on the following three lines(the second, the third, the fourth lines) that the notion of the first line was not true and 
too narrow. 
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During the translation of this poem through Chinese character, the researchers felt that the woman writer of Tcheonzamun 
has faintly shown the feeling of Maeg wife. With a small and not-distinct voice the Maeg wife scolded her husband: You said that "My 
wife is not pretty while that other woman is beautiful." 

 

The next is the interpret of the Tcheonzamun poem through Korean pronunciation. Her husband said in the previous poem 
(769th - 784th) "Let's have another baby!" The Maeg wife accepted her husband's proposal, but she showed her complaint to her 
husband. She wanted to say that "Your suggestion is good, but you must change your attitude in order to do the good thing, that 
means, in order for me to have another baby." 
 

(The Maeg wife’s monologue) 
number, Chinese character in Korean pronunciation, Chinese character, Modified in modern Korean (the meaning of Modified in 
modern Korean) ((Korean word)) 

       785-788  Tam Dog Wan Si 耽 讀 翫 市 Tam Tagzi An So (I am not content with your behavior!) ((탐탁치 않소)) 

       789-792  Woo Mog Nang Sang 寓 目 囊 箱 Yo Mot Nan Salam (You are fool!) ((요 못난 사람)) 
Why do you think like that? 
       793-796  I Yu Yu Oe 易 (車+酋) 攸 畏 I U Zul Ah (You think that you are right!  It would be OK (good) if you say to me (your 

wife) "I am sorry!"  But you do not say any apologize to me!) ((이 우쭐아)) 
 

Your accepting mind must be increased!  Why do you keep your angry such a long time? Because you do not understand 
me now. I do not tell you that you have mistaken and you have done a wrong thing. I have thought in different direction from you.  But 
you have thought that I(your wife) have criticized you. It is not so, you have not understood my saying and me. I hope it strongly that 
you would accept my thought. Therefore, please accept me! 

 

797-800  Sog I Won Zang 屬 耳 垣 墻 Sog I Hol Zug (You are now hungry!)  ((속이 홀쭉)) 
What's matter of you? You, my precious husband, become to be hungry! 
 

"You, my loving man, are hungry now! It is not possible!" Did her husband go out of the home because of anger after quarrel 
with his wife? Or did her husband continue to go after some other strange woman in order to seek the woman's love, however he was 
not able to eat food there? The wife who loved so deeply her husband felt sorry about the occurring fact of her husband.. And the 
Maeg wife knew this fact, so she prepared for her husband a good meal which was hot and delicious. Yes, she would prepare for her 
loving husband a warm meal instead of a cold meal, as will be shown in the next Tcheonzamun poem (801st - 816th letter)! 
 

Augustin wrote the next writings on 17 May 207.   
"There was in my researching room of my University a letter from Father Iwazaki Hifumi, who gave me an post card in the year of 
1998. 
"Kamieno Sanbi!(in Japanese 'Praise the LORD!')" 
We can praise the LORD with this Tcheonzamun poem concerning the quarrel between Maeg wife and Maeg husband! 
 

In the next, a word has similar shape, and several alphabets of Korean and Persian languages have similar shape and 
similar pronunciation. 

Table-1: Several similar characters between Persian and Korean languages *. 
Persian(Iran) character transformed and 
simplified (Persian name in English) 

Korean character (Korean 
name in English) 

Pronunciation 

Word    

ㅏㅁ(Meo) (writing order is¬) 머(Meo) (writing order is®) Meo 

Alphabet   

ㅂ ㅂ (Bieub) B 

ㅌ ㅌ (Tieut) T 

⊃ (Dal) ㄷ (Digeud) D 

ㅅ (Sad) ㅅ (Sios) S 

ㅈ (Zad) ㅈ (Zieuz) Z 

ㄱ (Kaf)  ㅋ (Kieuk) K 

ㅋ (Gaf) ㄱ (Giyeog) G 

ㅁ (Mim) ㅁ (Mieum) M 

9 (Vav) 우 (U) u, ou 

ㅇ (He) ㅎ (Hieuh) H 
*: Here, several Persian(Iran) characters were completely transformed and extremely simplified by the present researchers in order to compare with Korean characters. 
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In the next it is shown that both some words of Korean and Persian languages have similar pronunciation with similar meaning 
 

Table-2: Several similar words between Persian and Korean languages [5] 
Persian(Iran) word in 
English pronunciation 

Korean word in English 
pronunciation 

Meaning 

Dou Dul Two 
Gol Ggot Flower 
Heok Heug Soil 
Guri Neoguri Badger 
Ordak Ori Duck 
Sag Sarg Dog (wild cat)  
She Set Three 
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